In a previous article of ours, we explained the reasons why the MNCS and all similar per-publication citation indicators should not be used to measure research performance, whereas efficiency indicators (output to input) such as the FSS are valid indicators of performance. The problem frequently indicated in measuring efficiency indicators lies in the availability of input data. If we accept that such data are inaccessible, and instead resort to per-publication citation indicators, the question arises as to what extent institution performance rankings by MNCS are different from those by FSS (and so what effects such results could have on policy-makers, managers and other users of the rankings). Contrasting the 2008-2012 performance by MNCS and FSS of Italian universities in the Sciences, we try to answer that question at field, discipline, and overall university level. We present the descriptive statistics of the shifts in rank, and the correlations of both scores and ranks. The analysis reveals strong correlations in many fields but weak correlations in others. The extent of rank shifts is never negligible: a number of universities shift from top to non-top quartile ranks.
Introduction
The increasing application of New Public Management to the academic sector, with emphasis on quasi-market competition, efficiency and performance audit practices (Schubert, 2009) , has led to a situation of an influential and growing community of scientometricians, engaged in intense search for ever better research performance indicators. In recent years there has been a proliferation of new indicators and variants or extensions of old ones. At the same time, we witnessed a surge of international and national research performance rankings. These are based on different indicators and methods, and seem often to show contrasting results. While the ostensible aim was to support the policy makers and the managers of research institutions in making evidencebased decisions, the outcome is that of bewilderment: often the policy maker cannot discern the appropriate and valid methods to measure research performance, or the ranking on which to base their decisions. In our view, the moment has arrived for scientometricians to take responsibility; to converge on a synthesis stating which are the more appropriate indicators of performance.
In a recent work of ours (Abramo and D'Angelo, 2016a) , we try to explain why the world-famous Leiden group's Mean Normalized Citation Score or MNCS (Waltman et al. 2011) , cannot be considered a "performance" indicator and, therefore, the university rankings by MNCS are not valid. In the same special section we responded to the comments of eminent scholars in the field, and further argued our position on the matter (Abramo and D'Angelo, 2016b) . In short, to us all size-independent indicators based on the ratio to publications are invalid indicators of performance, because research performance cannot be defined as the average impact of output (MNCS). Furthermore, performance (as measured by MNCS) may actually diminish if additional output is cited below average, which is a paradox. Vice versa, size-independent indicators based on the ratio to research input, are more appropriate indicators of performance, since they establish which individuals or research units, under parity of resources, have more or less impact on scientific advancement. Since the very beginning of our research activity in the field of scientometrics (Abramo et al., 2008a) , we have always refrained from the adoption of such well established and already popular indicators as the h-index (Hirsch, 2005) and the CPP/FCSm or "old" crown indicator ( Van Raan, 2005; , the forerunner of the current MNCS. Instead, we pursued the measurement of efficiency indicators which could allow the ranking of individuals and research units according to a better proxy of their "real" performance, despite all the assumptions and limits embedded in the operationalization of the measurement. The latest versions and the detailed explications of the theory underlying the two indicators that we apply to approximate the measure of labor productivity in research institutions, namely the Fractional Scientific Strength (FSS) and the HCAs (highly cited articles) per scientist, can be found in Abramo and D'Angelo (2014) and Abramo and D'Angelo (2015a) .
The limits of the h-index have been discussed extensively in the literature and there have been numerous attempts to overcome them through h-variants (Egghe, 2010; Norris and Oppenheim, 2010; Alonso et al., 2009) . In two previous works of ours, we have measured the differences in university rankings by FSS and h-and g-indexes (Abramo et al., 2013a) , as well as at the individual level (Abramo et al., 2013b) . In this work we intend to do the same for the MNCS, to see to what extent the university performance scores and ranks by FSS diverge from those by MNCS. We will assess the differences at field, discipline and overall institution level.
By common sense one would expect that in general talented researchers capable to produce high impact publications do also produce a high number of articles. Whereas less talented researchers produce a lower number of publications of lower impact. Leaving aside the few exceptions that prove the rule, several empirical studies confirm that. Abramo, D'Angelo & Di Costa (2010) demonstrate the existence of a strong correlation between quantity and impact of research production: scientists that are more productive in terms of quantity also achieve higher levels for impact in their research products. Larivière & Costas (2015) show that the higher the number of papers a researcher publishes, the more likely they are amongst the most cited in their domain. van den Besselaar & Sandström (2015) show that researchers producing a high number of papers have significantly higher probability to produce top cited papers. Since FSS embeds both quantity and impact of publications, because of the strong correlation between the two, one would expect a strong correlation between performance scores and ranks by FSS and MNCS. Our findings show that this is more or less true at discipline and at the aggregate institution level, although cases of noticeable shifts in ranking are registered.
The manuscript proceeds as follows: in the next section we present the field of observation and methodology adopted; Section 3 reports the results of the comparison; Section 4 provides the conclusions.
Data and Methods

Dataset
The dataset of the analysis is based on the 2008-2012 WoS indexed publications authored by professors in the Sciences of all Italian universities. Citations are observed at October, 2015. The Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR) recognizes a total of 96 universities authorized to grant legally recognized degrees. In Italy there are no "teaching-only" universities, as all professors are required to carry out both research and teaching, in keeping with the Humboldtian philosophy of higher education. Each professor is officially classified in one and only one research field. There are a total of 370 such fields (named scientific disciplinary sectors, or SDS 2 ), grouped into 14 disciplines (named university disciplinary areas, or UDAs). For reasons of robustness, we examine only the nine UDAs in the Sciences 3 , including a total of 192 SDSs, whereby publications in indexed journals is the prevalent mode for output codification. Furthermore, again for robustness, we exclude all professors who have been on staff less than three years in the observed period (Abramo et al., 2012a) .
Data on academics are extracted from a database maintained at the central level by the MIUR, 4 indexing the name, academic rank, affiliation, and the SDS of each professor. Publication data are drawn from the Italian Observatory of Public Research (ORP), a database developed and maintained by the authors and derived under license from the Web of Science (WoS). Beginning from the raw data of Italian publications 5 indexed in WoS-ORP, we apply an algorithm for disambiguation of the true identity of the authors and their institutional affiliations (for details see D 'Angelo et al., 2011) . Each publication is attributed to the university professors that authored it, with a harmonic average of precision and recall (F-measure) equal to 97 (error of 3%). We further reduce this error by manual disambiguation.
The dataset for the analysis includes 36,450 professors, employed in 86 universities, authoring over 200,000 WoS publications, sorted in the UDAs as shown in Table 1 . 
Measuring research performance by FSS and MNCS
The MNCS and FSS are both impact indicators; as well, they are both sizeindependent indicators, meaning that the results are independent of the size of the institutions.
6 Very simply, the main conceptual difference between the two is that the former measures the average impact of the publications of a research unit, and the latter the average impact of the researchers. The MNCS belongs to a type of "per publication" impact indicator, while the FSS is an efficiency indicator.
The performance of an institution by FSS is based on the measurement of the individual performance of each scientist on staff. This measurement requires data on the scientists on staff in each institution, and the disambiguation of the authors' names for all publications. To this purpose, D 'Angelo et al. (2011) have developed a disambiguation algorithm applicable to all professors of Italian universities. To date, the FSS has been used to rank the performance of only Italian institutions (meaning also the individual researchers). Compared to the FSS, the measurement of the MNCS is a simpler undertaking, requiring only the reconciliation of the names of the institutions. It has therefore been possible to apply the MNCS to ranking of institutions at the worldwide level.
MNCS and FSS adopt the fractional counting method 7 and field-normalize the citations to account for different citation behavior among fields. Although conceptually aligned on the above two features, notable differences occur when it comes to operationalizing the counting and normalization. For instance, the Leiden world rankings by MNCS adopt an address-level fractional counting, which fractionalizes publications by the number of address lines. Using our authorship disambiguation algorithm, we adopt an author-level fractional counting. Moreover, in the FSS the fractional contribution equals the inverse of the number of authors in those fields where the practice is to place the authors in simple alphabetical order, while in other cases it weights each contribution. For the life sciences, widespread practice in Italy is for the authors to indicate the various contributions to the published research by the order of the names in the byline. For the life science then, the FSS gives different weights to each co-author according to their position in the list of authors (Abramo et al. 2013c) . Furthermore, being an efficiency indicator, the FSS also normalizes by the salary of each professor, to avoid favoring universities with a higher proportion of higher academic ranks, which therefore have a higher average cost per unit of labor .
In the FSS, the citations of a publication i are normalized to the average of the distribution of citations received for all Italian cited publications indexed in the same year and field as the publication i.
8 Differently, in the MNCS citations are normalized to the average of the distribution of citations received for all world publications, not just Italian and cited ones. Furthermore, the fields equal the 251 WoS subject category in the FSS; while in the MNCS, normalization is sometimes based on the WoS subject categories and sometimes on about 4000 fields. These fields are defined at the level of individual publications. Using a computer algorithm, the CWTS group assigns each WoS publication to a field based on its citation relations with other publications.
9
Since the MNCS averages the citations per publication, it should be little affected 10 by the different intensity of publication across fields (Abramo and D'Angelo, 2015b; Butler, 2007; Moed et al., 1985; Garfield, 1979) . Instead, since the FSS calculates the total impact, it is indeed affected. In fact, all else being equal, the higher the number of cited publications the higher the FSS. When applying the FSS then, in order to avoid distortions (Abramo et al., 2008b) , the researchers must be classified in their respective fields, with their performance then normalized by a field-specific scaling factor.
Because our intent here is to assess the differences in scores and ranks by MNCS and FSS, caused by the different conceptualization of the two indicators, rather than by the operationalization of the measure, we have aligned as much as possible the fractional counting and the field-normalization methods. For both indicators, we measure the fractional contribution as the inverse of the number of authors, without weighting it according to the position of the authors in the byline. The fields to normalize citations are the WoS subject categories 11 . The chosen scaling factor is the average citations received for all Italian cited publications. The reason for this choice is that we reckon it more appropriate when it comes to compare institutions within the same country. It avoids favoring institutions carrying out research in fields where the country is on the frontier, vis-à-vis institutions carrying out catch-up research in fields where the country lags.
Following are the formulae of FSS and MNCS applied in this work. At the level of the individual professor P, the average yearly productivity FSS, accounting for the cost of labor, is:
= average yearly salary of the professor; 12 t = number of years the professor worked over the period of observation; N = number of publications by the professor over the period of observation; = citations received for publication i; ̅ = average of the distribution of citations received for all Italian cited publications indexed in the same year and subject category as publication i; n i = number of all co-authors (including non Italian) of publication i.
University productivity in a field, discipline or "overall" involves standardization of individual productivity by the SDS average (Abramo & D'Angelo, 2015) . In formula, the productivity FSSU over a certain period for university U, in a field, discipline and overall is:
= research staff of the field/discipline/university, in the observed period; FSSj = productivity of professor j; FSS ̅̅̅̅̅ = national average productivity of all productive professors in the same SDS as professor j.
The reader is referred to Abramo and D'Angelo (2014) for a more detailed explication of the theory underlying this indicator.
For a generic university, the MNCS is measured here as follows:
[3] Where M = number of publications by the university over the period of observation; = citations received for publication i; ̅ = average of the distribution of citations received for all Italian cited publications indexed in the same year and subject category as publication i; m i = number of co-authors of university of publication i, n i = total number of co-authors (including non Italian ones) of publication i.
Results
In this section we present the results of the comparisons of the university performance scores and ranks by FSS and MNCS obtained by [2] and [3] , at SDS, UDA and overall university level.
Comparing university scores and rankings at the field level
To carry out the comparison, we have measured the performance scores and ranks by FSS and MNCS of all universities in each SDS. We exclude those universities with less than two professors in the SDS. To exemplify, we present the case of the SDSs of Chemistry (UDA 3). Table 2 shows the comparison of scores and rankings in the SDS Pharmaceutical chemistry (CHIM/08). In this SDS, 29 universities have more than two professors. The maximum negative percentile shift is -35.7 (10 positions), while the maximum positive one is +50.0 (14 positions gained in the ranking). To better appreciate the entities of the shifts, Figure 1 presents a graphic view of the dispersion of FSS and MNCS scores, while Figure 2 shows the percentiles and percentile rank differences registered for each university. The correlation between the scores by the two indicators (Pearson ) is 0.864, the rank correlation (Spearman ) is 0.756. Because of space limits, we cannot present in detail the results for all 9 UDAs and 192 SDSs. To sustain our arguments, we could have chosen to show those disciplines and fields where the score and rank correlations between the two indicators is weak, but the attentive reader realizes that differences can only be larger in other disciplines. For example, Figure 3 presents the dispersion of scores for the 51 universities in FIS/01, Experimental physics, where the correlations are weak (Pearson  = 0.326; Spearman  = 0.400). Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of university ranking shifts by FSS and MNCS in each SDS of Chemistry. 13 The correlation is strong in all SDSs but CHIM/11 and CHIM/07, although a very high number of universities experience a shift in ranking in each SDS and the maximum shifts in each SDS are clearly notable (in CHIM/07 one university experience a shift of 28 positions out of 31).
13 CHIM/05 has been excluded because only five professors belong to it. UNIV_2  UNIV_3  UNIV_6  UNIV_4  UNIV_7  UNIV_10  UNIV_12  UNIV_11  UNIV_9  UNIV_5  UNIV_13  UNIV_17  UNIV_8  UNIV_15  UNIV_19  UNIV_20  UNIV_21  UNIV_16  UNIV_18  UNIV_14  UNIV_24  UNIV_22  UNIV_23  UNIV_26  UNIV_28  UNIV_27  UNIV_25 In Table 4 we present the descriptive statistics of university ranking shifts by FSS and MNCS in the SDSs of all UDAs. Except for UDA 9, the number of universities experiencing shifts is never below 46.2% of the total in an SDS, but is as high as 100% in several SDSs. The maximum shift in ranking is never below 17.6, furthermore in Physics (UDA 2), Medicine (UDA 6) and Agricultural and veterinary sciences (UDA 7) there is at least one SDS where the top university shifts to bottom or vice versa. UDA 9, presents the case of an SDS where the two rankings are identical. Pearson and Spearman correlations between the two rankings is extremely strong in a number of SDSs, but is also very weak in others. 
Comparing university scores and rankings at the discipline and overall level
For this analysis, we have measured the performance rankings by FSS and MNCS of all universities in each UDA. For the comparison by UDA, we exclude those universities with less than 10 professors in the UDA. To exemplify, Table 5 shows how the national rank in each UDA of a university (UNIV_1) changes when measuring performance by FSS and MNCS. We observe that this university does not change rank in Chemistry (UDA 3) and Agricultural and veterinary sciences (UDA 7), gains 15 positions in Physics and in Civil engineering, and 16 in Agricultural and veterinary sciences, and loses 15 in Mathematics. Overall, the university percentile rank is 66.7 by FSS and 88.9 by MNCS. Table 6 presents the comparison of university rankings in Chemistry (UDA 3). In this UDA, 44 universities have more than 10 professors. Figure 3 presents a graphic view of the dispersion of FSS and MNCS scores for these 44 universities: the correlation between the scores by the two indicators (Pearson ) is 0.504; the rank correlation (Spearman ) is 0.851.
To better appreciate the entity of the shifts and relevant frequencies, Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution of the percentile differences in rank. We observe that for about 11% of the universities (5 out of 44) the rank does not change, but for 16% of them (7 out of 44) the percentile rank shift is over 20 in absolute values. In Table 7 we present the descriptive statistics of university ranking shifts by FSS and MNCS in all UDAs. We observe that the number of universities experiencing rank shifts is never below 88.6%. The maximum percentile shift in ranking is never below 41.9 and can be as high as 78.6. Nevertheless, the correlation between the two rankings is strong in all UDAs, especially in Chemistry. The Pearson  correlation between scores is minimum in Agricultural and veterinary sciences (0.451), while the Spearman  in Industrial and information engineering (0.454). These two UDAs show the highest values of the average and maximum percentile shifts between the two rankings. (Table 8 ) all universities shift rank but UNIV_42 and UNIV_59. The average percentile rank shift is 20; the median is 16. The maximum percentile shift is 66.7 for UNIV_34, which loses 42 positions passing from the FSS to the MNCS ranking. In Figure 5 we can appreciate the dispersion of FSS and MNCS scores (Pearson  = 0.574; Spearman  = 0.615).
The analysis of the distributions of the scores shows that the coefficient of variation by MNCS always falls below that by FSS ( Table 9 ), revealing that the MNCS is less capable than FSS to observe significant performance differences.
Another possible way to classify universities is by quartile performance rankings. In Table 10 we report the descriptive statistics of the quartile shifts at UDA and overall level. At UDA level, the universities undergoing a quartile rank shift are no less than 36.4% in Chemistry (UDA 3), and as high as 63.8% in Industrial and information engineering (UDA 9). Except for Chemistry and Earth sciences, in all UDAs at least one university shifts from Q1 to Q4, or vice versa (max quartile shift = 3). Universities that shift from top quartile position to non top are 55.6% in Civil engineering (UDA 8) and 50% in Agricultural and veterinary sciences (UDA 7) and in Industrial and information engineering (UDA 9). At the overall level, almost one third of Q1 universities by FSS are non top by MNCS. 
Conclusions
Research performance rankings, whether commissioned or regularly published, do have an effect on the stakeholders of research systems. In some cases the rankings are specifically intended to inform research policies and strategic decisions at institution level, to allocate resources and incentivize researchers. In the case of the broadly published rankings, the ostensible, virtuous purposes include the intended reduction of asymmetric information between supply and demand for research and education, with the aim of permitting information-based choices and therefore market efficiency. From the popular response, it would appear that such rankings indeed reach a vast public, including influential stakeholders. Each recipient of the information embedded in performance rankings has different expectations and attributes different value to this information. Not least, the entities evaluated are themselves especially sensitive to the influence of their rank on their own reputation.
Assessment methodologies and indicators and their resulting ranking lists should first of all reflect the objective for which they have been constructed. However, most performance rankings, especially those published on a regular basis (Leiden, SCImago, Shanghai, and others following similar bibliometric models) address a generic audience, and we would therefore expect them to present little or no difference in their outcomes. Differences in ranks then reflect the different conceptual framework and operationalization of the measures used to build them.
In the conceptual works mentioned in the introduction (Abramo and D'Angelo, 2016a and 2016b), we argued strongly against the validity of the MNCS and all similar per-publication citation indicators as measures of research performance. We have refuted all institutional performance rankings based on them, and have urged the adoption of efficiency (output to input ratio) indicators, such as the FSS. However, we are aware that the availability of input data cannot be taken for granted. Given that input data can indeed be very difficult to access, the question has been put as to what extent institutional scores and rankings by MNCS are truly different from those by FSS. In this work we answer that question at field, discipline, and overall university level, showing the differences in scores and ranks. We have contrasted the Italian university scores and rankings by MNCS and FSS, at field, discipline, and overall university level. We have calculated the score and rankings correlation and the descriptive statistics of the shifts in rank at all levels. The correlations are strong in many cases but weak in others, especially at SDS level. A very high number of universities experience a shift in ranking both at SDS and UDA level, with extreme cases of maximum shift not passing unnoticed: at UDA level not less than one third of universities shift from top to non-top quartile ranks. At the overall university level ranking distributions seem correlated too but we registered 48.4% of universities shifting quartile and 31.3% top quartile universities by FSS positioned in non top quartiles by MNCS. Moreover, the FSS score distributions reveal a higher variation coefficient than the MNCS, certifying a lower capability of the latter to observe significant performance differences with respect to the former.
In the response to our above said critical article (Abramo and D'Angelo, 2016a) , Bormann & Haunschild (2016) objected that to prove the superiority of a performance indicator over other ones, one should compare the relevant performance scores/rankings with a reference benchmark. If we took as a reference benchmark the opinion of all Italian academics, we would be most surprised if someone would agree with the MNCS ranking, for the following reason. In fact, we believe that in a number of countries, anybody would easily spot the top universities. In Italy, for example, no academics would object to the prestige and excellence of the School for Advanced Studies S. Anna in Pisa, or the University of Trento among public universities. Even the latest highly criticized Italian national research assessment exercise (VQR 2004 (VQR -2010 positions them among the top ones in the performance ranking. They are so by FSS but not by MNCS: the School for Advanced Studies S. Anna in Pisa loses 13 positions out of 64 (-20.6 percentile), shifting from 2 nd to 15 th ; and the University of Trento loses 10 positions (-15.9 percentile), shifting from 6 th (1 st among public universities) to 16 th . In the light of the findings of this work, we hope that scientometricians now have more information to assess the trade-off between the costs of acquiring input data and the benefits of more valid research performance measures. The same holds true for policy makers and the management of research institutions, in terms of the costs of making input data available and the benefits of more precise and reliable performance scores.
